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A B S T R A C T

Functional dysconnectivity has been widely reported in bipolar disorder during depressive episodes (BDD).
However, the frequency-specific alterations of functional connectivity (FC) in BDD remain poorly understood. To
address this issue, the FC patterns across slow-5 (0.01–0.027 Hz) and slow-4 (0.027–0.073 Hz) bands were
computed using resting-state functional magnetic resonance imaging data from 37 BDD patients and 56 healthy
controls (HCs). Short-range (local) FC density (lfcd) and long-range FC density (lrfcd) were calculated, and two-
way analysis of variance was performed to ascertain the main effect of diagnosis and interaction effects between
diagnosis and frequency. The BDD patients showed increased lfcd in the midline cerebelum. Meanwhile, the BDD
patients showed increased lrfcd in the left supplementary motor cortex and right striatum and decreased lrfcd in
the bilateral inferior temporal gyrus and left angular gyrus (AG) compared with the HCs. A significant frequency-
by-diagnosis interaction was observed. In the slow-4 band, the BDD patients showed increased lfcd in the left
pre-/postcentral gyrus and left fusiform gyrus (FG) and increased lrfcd in the left lingual gyrus (LG). In the slow-
5 band, the BDD patients showed decreased lrfcd in the left LG. Moreover, the increased lfcd in the left FG in the
slow-4 band was correlated with clinical progression and decreased lrfcd in the left AG was correlated with
depressive severity. These results suggest that the presence of aberrant communication in the default mode
network, sensory network, and subcortical and limbic modulating regions (striatum and midline cerebelum),
which may offer a new framework for the understanding of the pathophysiological mechanisms of BDD.

1. Introduction

Depressive episodes are the most common mood manifestations of
bipolar disorder (BD) (Mitchell and Malhi, 2004), devastating patients’
social life and the basic acts of self-care (Mitchell et al., 2010). BD
patients in depressive episodes (BDD) experience feelings of worth-
lessness, negative mood, anhedonia, rumination, and psychomotor re-
tardation (Grande et al., 2016). Previous neuroimaging studies have
advanced our understanding of the neural mechanism of BDD. In con-
trast to the single-brain region, BDD patients have a tendency to dys-
function in the neural circuits related to sensory, affect, thought, re-
ward, and cognitive control (Perry et al., 2018; Satterthwaite et al.,
2015; Spielberg et al., 2016).

Resting-state functional connectivity analysis (FC) is an effective
method to investigate the intrinsic temporally coherent brain networks
(Smith et al., 2009). Based on a seed-based approach, abnormal FC
patterns in the cortical-limbic (Anand et al., 2009; Magioncalda et al.,
2015), insular-sensory (Pang et al., 2018), and fronto-insular (Ambrosi
et al., 2017) circuits were found in the BDD patients relative to healthy
controls (HCs). Independent component analysis of BDD patients de-
monstrated that, increased FC within the frontoparietal network (Goya-
Maldonado et al., 2016) and increased FC between cognitive control
and sensorimotor network (SMN) (He et al., 2016). The impairments in
cognitive networks may reflect the impaired top-down control in
emotional processing in BDD. Moreover, the graph theory analysis of
whole-brain FC study has revealed a greater local efficiency in the
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default mode network (DMN) in BDD (He et al., 2016). Despite the
intriguing findings, previous FC studies limited the potential to fully
assess the functional properties of brain connectomics due to their re-
liance on specific regions or networks. Voxel-wise FC density (fcd)
mapping is a powerful method for describing whole-brain FC pattern
through the calculation of short-range (local) FC density (lfcd) and
long-range FC density (lrfcd) (Guo et al., 2020; Tomasi and Volkow,
2010, 2012). Lfcd refers to the count of FCs between a given voxel and
its local cluster, whereas lrfcd refers to the count of FCs between a voxel
and remote voxels. The efficient and well-organized functioning of the
human brain depends on local and long-range connections (Shuixia
et al., 2014). Using the fcd method, Wang and his colleagues (Wang
et al., 2017b, 2016) found disrupted intrinsic FC in the DMN and limbic
system in BDD patients.

However, the above mentioned findings were based on spontaneous
low frequency (0.01–0.1 Hz) oscillations, which overlapped with mul-
tiple frequency bands, such as slow-5 (0.01–0.027 Hz), slow-4
(0.027–0.073 Hz), and part of slow-3 (0.073–0.198 Hz) bands (Buzsáki
and Draguhn, 2004). These sub-frequency bands were previously de-
fined by an electrophysiological study, high-frequency bands, such as
slow-3, are primarily restricted to the white matter (Zuo et al., 2010)
and can be affected by physiological variables, such as respiration and
aliased cardiac signals (Cordes et al., 2001). The amplitude of low
frequency fluctuations in the slow-4 band are high in many brain re-
gions such as the basal ganglia, thalamus, precuneus, and several sen-
sorimotor regions, whereas that of the anterior DMN is high in the slow-
5 (Zuo et al., 2010). To the best of our knowledge, only two studies used
the frequency-specific methods to investigate the pathomechanisms of
BDD. One research used perigenual anterior cingulate cortex (pgACC)
as the seed, and the slow-5 specific dysconnectivity between pgACC and
supragenual anterior cingulate cortex in BDD group was found
(Magioncalda et al., 2015). Another research used the variability
method and found that slow-5 specific variance was increased in the
DMN but decreased in the SMN in BDD patients (Martino et al., 2016).
However, frequency-specific changes in the voxel-level FC among BDD
patients have not been investigated.

Accordingly, the present study aimed to investigate the frequency-
related changes in lfcd and lrfcd across slow-5 and slow-4 bands among
BDD patients. We hypothesized that the location of fcd changes might
be frequency-specific in the sensory, affect, and cognitive circuits. We
further predicted that the frequency-dependent fcd of aberrant brain
regions could be correlated with clinical variables among BDD patients.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Participants

A total of forty BDD patients were recruited from a mental health
center of Chengdu, Sichuan, China. All patients were interviewed by
two experienced psychiatrists by using the Structured Clinical Interview
for DSM-IV-TR-Patient edition (SCID-P, 2/2001 revision). The exclusion
criteria included schizophrenia, mental retardation or personality dis-
order, history of loss of consciousness, substance abuse, and serious
medical or neurological illness. The clinical state of the patients was
evaluated using 24-item Hamilton Depression Rating (HAMD) Scale.
Other clinical characteristic data, including the age of first onset,
number of depressive episodes, number of manic episodes, duration of
illness, and total medication load, were collected. The BDD patients
were treated with antidepressants, mood stabilizers, and antipsychotics.
To measure the total medication load, we used a previously described
strategy (Almeida et al., 2009; Amelia, 2008) and converted each an-
tidepressant and mood stabilizer dosage into absent (0), low- (1) or
high-dose (2) groups (Sackeim, 2001). Medicines (e.g., escitalopram,
duloxetine, and valproate) that were not included by Sackeim were
coded as 0, 1, or 2 with reference to the midpoint of the daily dose
range recommended by the Physician's Desk-Reference. Then, we

converted antipsychotic doses into chlorpromazine dose equivalents
coded as 0, 1, or 2 for no medication, below, or above 300 mg/day,
respectively, as described by Davis and Chen (John, 2004). Lastly, we
calculated the composite measure of total medication load for each
patient. Sixty-three HCs who were closely matched in terms of age, sex,
handedness, and years of education with BDD patients were recruited
through advertisements. The SCID non-patient version was employed to
ensure the lifetime absence of psychiatric illnesses among HCs. Written
informed consent was obtained from each participant before experi-
mentation. This study was approved by the research ethical committee
of the University of Electronic Science and Technology of China.

2.2. fMRI data acquisition

The data of all participants were collected with a 3T GE DISCOVERY
MR750 scanner (General Electric, Fairfield Connecticut, USA) equipped
with a high-speed gradient and eight-channel prototype quadrature
birdcage head coil. Foam pads and headphones were used to minimize
head movement and scanner noise. The participants were instructed to
rest with their eyes closed and remain motionless, and avoid falling to
sleep. The functional images were collected through an echo-planar
imaging (EPI) sequence with the following parameters: TR/TE = 2000/
30 ms, slices = 43, matrix size = 64 × 64, FA = 90°,
FOV = 240 × 240 mm2, voxel size = 3.75 × 3.75 × 3.2 mm3, slice
thickness = 3.2 mm, no gap, and total of 255 volumes. Thus, the 8.5-
min resting state scans were obtained for each participant. The T1
structural image was scanned using the following parameters: TR/
TE = 5.92/1.956 ms, slices = 156, matrix size = 256 × 256,
FA = 12°, FOV = 256 × 256 mm2, voxel size = 1 × 1 × 1 mm3, slice
thickness = 1 mm, and no gap.

2.3. Data preprocessing

Data preprocessing was carried out using the DPABI toolbox (http://
rfmri.org/dpabi). The first five volumes for each participant were dis-
carded to ensure signal stability, and the remaining volumes were
corrected for slice timing and head motion. The data of the participants
with head motion parameters that exceeded 2 mm in the x, y, or z
directions or 2° rotation of each axis were discarded for further analysis.
Three BDD patients and four HCs were excluded on the basis of this
criterion. All realigned data were spatially normalized using a unified
segmentation of anatomical images and resampled into a voxel size of
3 × 3 × 3 mm3. Normalization involved the following three steps: 1)
T1 structural images of each participant were co-registered to the cor-
responding functional images; 2) Co-registered T1 images were seg-
mented into gray matter, white matter, and cerebrospinal fluid on the
basis of transformation parameters that indicated transformation from
subject native space into the standard Montreal Neurological Institute
(MNI) space; 3) Functional images were finally transformed into the
standard space through the application of transformation parameters.
Three HCs were excluded due to lack of the structural scans. Thirty-
seven BDD patients and fifty-six HCs were left for the following ana-
lyses. We did not apply spatial smoothing to the fMRI images to control
the smoothing effect on local correlations (Tomasi and Volkow, 2012).
Subsequently, the blood oxygenation level-dependent signal of each
voxel was detrended to abandon the linear trend. Several spurious
covariates, including head motion parameters (Friston 24-parameter
model) (Friston et al., 1996), mean signals from the white matter and
cerebrospinal fluid were regressed to reduce the noise signals. Temporal
band-pass filtering was then performed in the slow-5 and slow-4 fre-
quency bands. Finally, the “bad” time points were removed from the
time series by employing a “scrubbing” cut method with a frame de-
viation (FD) (Power et al., 2012) threshold of 0.5 mm. The FD across
time points was calculated for each participant to examine the con-
founding influence of head motion on connectivity measures. Mean FD
of the BDD group (0.09 ± 0.06) and HCs group (0.09 ± 0.04) was
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also nonsignificant (p= 0.75) by the two-sample t test. After scrubbing,
the remaining time points of the BDD (247 ± 7) and HC groups
(248 ± 3) were nonsignificant (p = 0.18), as indicated by the two-
sample t test. The retaining time points of all participants were> 80%
of the original signals after scrubbing and were included for further
analysis.

2.4. Functional connectivity density

The lfcd at a given voxel i is the local l(xi) between i and its neighbor
voxels as indicated by the 3D searching algorithm developed in
Interactive Data Language (Tomasi and Volkow, 2010). In brief, we
initially computed the FC between xi and each voxel xj, which was di-
rectly neighboring with xi with an FC greater than T. Next, we calcu-
lated the FC between xi and xk, which was directly neighboring with xj
but not with xi, and the FC greater than T was considered as the
neighbor of xi. This search strategy was continued until no further
voxels could be included. The global fcd (gfcd) at xi was calculated as
the global number of connections, g(xi), between xi and all other voxels
in the gray matter mask. FCs with xi greater than T were considered as
functionally connected. Here, the correlation coefficient threshold T
was set in accordance with the criterion of p < 0.05, family-wise-error
corrected. This correlation coefficient threshold was used to reduce the
chance of false positive connections across all subjects (Wang et al.
(2017a)). In addition, a different correlation coefficient threshold was
also used to validate the stability of our results (see detailed informa-
tion in supplementary material). Lfcd and gfcd were obtained, and we
defined lrfcd as gfcd minus lfcd to remove the number of local con-
nections. Subsequently, the lfcd and lrfcd maps were Median-IQR
standardization using the DPABI toolbox for each subject. Finally, the
lfcd and lrfcd maps were spatially smoothed with full width at half
maxima = 6 mm.

2.5. Statistical analysis

Two-way analysis of variance was conducted in the Statistical
Parametric Mapping 12 (https://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/) with the
diagnoses (two levels: BDD and HCs) as a between-subject factor, fre-
quency band (two levels: slow-5 and slow-4) as a within-subject factor,
and age, years of education, and mean FD as covariates of no interest.
Multiple comparison correction for each main and interaction effect
was using the Gaussian random field (GRF) method with an individual
voxel p < 0.005 and a cluster level p < 0.05 in the DPABI toolbox.
The surviving brain clusters were selected as the regions of interest
(ROIs) for the following post-hoc analysis: A two-tailed, two-sample t
test was conducted on these main effect ROIs to determine the changes
between the diagnoses (BDD and HCs), and the statistical level of
p < 0.05 was considered as significant. Likewise, this test was con-
ducted on these interaction effect ROIs to determine the changes be-
tween the diagnoses (BDD and HCs) in different frequency bands (i.e.,
slow-4 and slow-5), and the statistical level of p < 0.05 was considered
as significant.

Correlations between the lfcd and lrfcd of these post-hoc sig-
nificantly changed ROIs and clinical variables were further detected via
correlation analysis with the total medication load as a covariate.
Specifically, we calculated the Pearson correlation for numeric vari-
ables, while for nominal variable, the Spearman correlation was used.

3. Results

3.1. Demographic characteristics and clinical variables

Demographic characteristics and clinical scores were shown in
Table1. No significant difference between BDD group and HCs group
was found in terms of age, handedness, sex, and years of education.

3.2. Main effects of diagnosis

A significant lfcd main effect of diagnosis was found (Fig. 1A,
Table2). BDD patients showed significantly increased lfcd in the mid-
line cerebelum compared with HCs (Fig. 2).

The significant lrfcd main effect of diagnosis was observed (Fig. 1B,
Table2). BDD patients showed significantly increased lrfcd in the left
supplementary motor area and right striatum and significantly de-
creased lrfcd in the bilateral inferior temporal gyrus and left angular
gyrus (AG) compared with those in HCs (Fig. 2).

3.3. Interaction effects between the frequency band and diagnosis

A significant lfcd frequency-by-diagnosis interaction effect was ob-
served (Fig. 3A, Table3). BDD patients showed significantly increased
lfcd in the left pre-/postcentral gyrus and left fusiform gyrus (FG) in the
slow-4 frequency band compared with those in HCs. No significant lfcd
region was found in the slow-5 frequency band (Fig. 4).

The significant lrfcd frequency-by-diagnosis interaction effect was
observed (Fig. 3B, Table3). BDD patients showed significantly increased
lrfcd in the left lingual gyrus (LG) in the slow-4 band whereas sig-
nificantly decreased in this cluster in the slow-5 compared with that of
HCs (Fig. 4).

3.4. Correlation between altered fcd and clinical variables

The increased lfcd in the left FG in the slow-4 band among BDD
group was significantly positively correlated with the duration of illness
(r = 0.365, p = 0.03) and number of depressive episodes (r = 0.434,
p = 0.007). The decreased lrfcd within the left AG was significantly

Table 1
Characteristics of demographic and clinical variables of HCs and patients with
BDD.

Variables HCs (n = 56) BDD (n = 37) p-value

Age (Years) 30.75 ± 9.97 34.19 ± 10.49 0.11a

Sex (Male/Female) 30/26 20/17 0.96b

Handedness (Left/Right) 1/55 1/36 0.77b

Education (Years) 14.45 ± 3.92 13.81 ± 3.03 0.41a

Duration of illness (Months) – 96.86 ± 92.97 –
Age of first onset (Years) – 26.97 ± 9.01 –
Number of depressive episodes – 2.57 ± 1.12 –
Number of manic episodes – 1.65 ± 1.11 –
HAMD score – 23.05 ± 6.62 –

Medical
Medication load index

Antidepressants, no. of patients
Fluoxetine 3
Sertraline 8
Paroxetine 7
Escitalopram 5
Fluvoxamine 0
Venlafaxine 3
Duloxetine 1
Mirtazapine 0

Mood stabilizer
Valproate 25
Lamotrigine 2
Lithium 3

Antipsychotics
Olanzapine 9
Quetiapine 16
Risperidone 2
Aripiprazole 2

Abbreviations: HCs, Healthy controls; BDD, Bipolar disorder depression; HAMD,
Hamilton depression scale. Values are mean ± standard deviation.

a Two-tailed two-sample t-test.
b Chi-square test.
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negatively correlated with the HAMD scores (r = −0.33, p = 0.04)
(Fig. 5).

4. Discussion

This study used the voxel-level fcd method to investigate the FC
pattern alterations among BDD patients at two frequency bands (i.e.,
slow-5 and slow-4). Our main findings were as follows: 1) BDD patients
showed aberrant functional communication in the DMN, SMN, and
subcortical and limbic modulating regions (striatum and midline cere-
belum). 2) BDD patients showed increased functional communication in
the slow-4 band and decreased exhibited functional communication in
the slow-5 band in the sensory system regions. 3) These fcd alterations
were correlated with the clinical variables.

4.1. Group difference in fcd between BDD and HCs

Lrfcd captures long distance brain communication which demands
high metabolic and time costs (Tomasi and Volkow, 2017). The dis-
rupted long-range information interaction is associated with the loss of
brain network efficiency and may lead to abnormal cognition and

clinical manifestation in psychiatry disorders (Cui et al., 2017; Wang
et al., 2017b; Zhang et al., 2016, 2017). In the present study, we found
abnormal lrfcd in the DMN and SMN in BDD patients. DMN is im-
plicated in self-related cognitive activity, while SMN is sensitive to
extrinsic environment stimuli, and the disbalance between DMN and
SMN activity is related to rumination and psychomotor behavior
(Martino et al., 2016). A recent physiological research concluded that
alterations in neurotransmitters signaling may favor these correspon-
dent functional reorganization of DMN and SMN, manifesting in dis-
tinct psychopathological states in BD (Conio et al., 2020). On the basis
of the aforementioned findings, abnormal lrfcd patterns in the DMN and
SMN probably related to clinical symptoms of BDD, such as cognitive
impairment and psychomotor retardation.

Furthermore, we observed increased lfcd and lrfcd in the midline
cerebellum and striatum, respectively, in BDD patients. Previous study
found that the midline cerebellum was strongly interconnected with
limbic brain regions (Schmahmann and Sherman, 1998) and reported
the midline cerebellum atrophy in BD (Strakowski et al., 2005b). The
structural abnormalities and increased cerebral blood flow value of the
striatum among BDD patients have been reported (He et al., 2019).
Also, previous study found that specific injury to the right caudate head

Fig. 1. Main effect of the diagnosis. The results were obtained by two-way ANOVA. Statistical significance level was corrected for multiple comparisons using GRF
method with (voxel p < 0.005; cluster p < 0.05 and the minimum cluster size of the lfcd and lrfcd diagnosis main effect was identified as 38 and 38 voxels,
respectively). A. The diagnosis main effect on lfcd. B. The diagnosis main effect on lrfcd. Abbreviations: BDD, Bipolar disorder during depressive episodes; HCs,
healthy controls; ITG, inferior temporal gyrus; AG, angular gyrus; SMA, supplementary motor area; L, left; R, right; lfcd, local functional connectivity density; lrfcd,
long-range functional connectivity density; ANOVA, analysis of variance.

Table 2
Main effect of the diagnosis.

Brain areas Cluster size L/R Peak coordinate F-value

voxels X Y Z

Group difference in lfcd revealed by a two-way ANOVA
Cluster 1 Midline cerebelum 92 R 3 −60 −33 16.77

Group difference in lrfcd revealed by a two-way ANOVA
Cluster 1 Inferior temporal gyrus 39 R 54 −48 −15 17.34
Cluster 2 Inferior temporal gyrus 78 L −57 −57 −15 17.08
Cluster 3 Striatum 97 R 21 0 6 19.28
Cluster 4 Angural gyrus 41 L −33 −63 33 17.43
Cluster 5 Supplementary motor area 57 L −12 −18 54 11.01

Statistical significance level was corrected for multiple comparisons using GRF method with (voxel p < 0.005; cluster p < 0.05 and the minimum cluster size of the
lfcd and lrfcd diagnosis main effect was identified as 38 and 38 voxels, respectively). The peak coordinate was defined in MNI space. Abbreviations: L, left; R, right;
lfcd, local functional connectivity density; lrfcd, long-range functional connectivity density; GRF, Gaussian random field; ANOVA, analysis of variance; MNI,
Montreal Neurological Institute.
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may precipitate mood cycling, similar to that observed in BD
(Starkstein et al., 1991). Neuroanatomical and functional imaging stu-
dies support a model of BD concerning the brain dysfunction of patients
within the prefrontal–striatal–thalamic circuits and the associated
limbic modulating regions (amygdala, midline cerebellum) (Strakowski

et al., 2005). The current results might suggest the disrupted modula-
tion function of the prefrontal cortex to the subcortical and limbic
modulating regions in BDD and may be correlated with the dysregu-
lation of mood in such disease.

Fig. 2. Simple effect of the diagnosis on lfcd and lrfcd. Abbreviations: BDD, Bipolar disorder during depressive episodes; HCs, healthy controls; ITG, inferior temporal
gyrus; SMA, supplementary motor area; AG, angular gyrus; lfcd, local functional connectivity density; lrfcd, long-range functional connectivity density.

Fig. 3. Interaction effect of the frequency band and diagnosis. The results were obtained by two-way ANOVA. Statistical significance level was corrected for multiple
comparisons using GRF method with (voxel p < 0.005; cluster p < 0.05 and the minimum cluster size of the lfcd and lrfcd interaction effect was identified as 33
and 29 voxels, respectively). A. The interaction between the frequency band and diagnosis on lfcd. B. The interaction between the frequency band and diagnosis on
lrfcd. Abbreviations: FG, fusiform gyrus; LG, lingual gyrus; L, left; R, right; lfcd, local functional connectivity density; lrfcd, long-range functional connectivity
density; ANOVA, analysis of variance.
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4.2. Frequency-dependent changes in fcd in BDD

The increased lfcd and lrfcd of the sensory system regions in the
slow-4 band were found in BDD patients compared with those in HCs.
The abnormalities in white matter in left-sided temporo-occipitopar-
ietal cortical regions is related to the pathology mechanism of BDD
(Versace et al., 2010) and implicated abnormal face-emotion processing
in BD (Stoddard et al., 2016). Additionally, abnormally elevated medial
occipital activity was also found in BDD patients during attention and
executive function-related tasks (Strakowski et al., 2005a). The in-
creased connectivity in the sensory system in BDD may signify changes
in face-emotional processing and dysfunction in cognition in depressed
state. Moreover, a prior study has reported that the sensory system
displayed a considerable spatial extent in the slow-4 band than that of
slow-5 (Gohel and Biswal, 2014). Our result expands the results of these
previous studies by showing that the functional communication in
sensory system regions were increased in the slow-4 band in BDD pa-
tients. This finding offered a new framework for the better under-
standing of BDD from the voxel-wise FC in frequency perspective.

The decreased lrfcd in the LG in the slow-5 band was found in BDD
patients compared with HCs. LG is also known as the medial occipito-
temporal gyrus, which located below the calcarine fissure, posterior to
the parahippocampal gyrus. A prior study found that abnormal acti-
vation in the LG and prefrontal regions were associated with episodic
memory impairments of BD patients (Oertel-KnoeChel et al., 2014).
Another fMRI study observed abnormal connectivity in prefrontal and
LG regions in BDD patients (Wang et al., 2016). Moreover, several
previous studies in HCs found that the prefrontal cortex exhibited
higher functional activity in the slow-5 band (Han et al., 2011, Zuo
et al., 2010). On the basis of the aforementioned findings, the current
result might suggest abnormal regulation of the prefrontal cortex to LG.

However, consider the p value of this decreased lrfcd in the slow-5 in
BDD compared with that of HCs is marginal significant, the under-
standing of this result should be cautious.

4.3. Correlation between altered fcd and clinical variables

The decreased lrfcd in the left AG was negatively associated with
HAMD scores of the BDD group. A previous research found that de-
creased FC of the AG in BDD but not in bipolar patients in remission (Lv
et al., 2016). Our result provide further evidence of the dysfunction of
the AG in BDD. Moreover, we found the frequency-specific increased
lfcd in FG was positively correlated with the duration of illness and
number of depression episodes of BDD. The greater FG activity to
emotional faces were associated with greater future irritability (Karim
and Perlman, 2017). Additionally, abnormal activity of the FG has been
reported in BD using facial affect recognition tasks (Strakowski et al.,
2004). A previous longitudinal study found that BD patients showed a
larger gray matter density decline in the FG than HCs (Moorhead et al.,
2007). Our result expands previous findings by showing that the FCs of
FG in slow-4 in BDD patients may exhibit progressive properties.

5. Limitation

The current study has several limitations. First, almost all patients
were taking medications at the time of the scan. Although no significant
correlation between the aberrant fcd and the total medication load was
found, medication treatment may have potential effects on our neu-
roimaging findings (Pang et al., 2018). Second, several studies found
that the different mood states, such as the manic and depressive states
have different effects on functional systems of BD (Martino et al., 2016).
Future studies on patients in different states are expected to clarify this

Table 3
Interaction effect between the frequency band and diagnosis.

Brain areas Cluster size L/R Peak coordinate F-value

voxels X Y Z

Interaction effect between the frequency band and diagnosis on lfcd
Cluster 1 Fusiform gyrus 54 L −27 −66 −6 14.78
Cluster 2 Pre-/Postcentral gyrus 121 L −45 −24 48 13.47

Interaction effect between the frequency band and diagnosis on lrfcd
Cluster 1 Lingual gyrus 50 L −21 −63 −3 14.50

Statistical significance level was corrected for multiple comparisons using GRF method with (voxel p < 0.005; cluster p < 0.05 and the
minimum cluster size of the lfcd and lrfcd interaction effect was identified as 33 and 29 voxels, respectively). The peak coordinate was defined
in MNI space. Abbreviations: L, left; R, right; lfcd, local functional connectivity density; lrfcd, long-range functional connectivity density; GRF,
Gaussian random field; ANOVA, analysis of variance; MNI, Montreal Neurological Institute.

Fig. 4. Simple effect of the interaction effect between frequency band and diagnosis on lfcd and lrfcd. Abbreviations: BDD, Bipolar disorder during depressive
episodes; HCs, healthy controls; FG, fusiform gyrus; lfcd, LG, lingual gyrus; local functional connectivity density; lrfcd, long-range functional connectivity density.
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issue. Third, multimodal neuroimaging data can provide relatively
comprehensive information about the pathomechanisms of psychiatric
disorders. Future studies are expected to combine the structural and
functional neuroimaging data (Li et al., 2016), multi-frequency bands,
and pattern recognition analyses to provide further information about
BDD patients.

6. Conclusion

We investigated the changes in FC in BDD patients at specific fre-
quency bands. Our results scored the DMN, SMN, and subcortical and
limbic modulating regions (striatum and midline cerebelum) dysfunc-
tion in BDD. The frequency-specific FC pattern dysfunction in the sen-
sory system may imply abnormal emotional processing and aberrant
cognitive function in BDD. In addition, the abnormal FC pattern in FG
was correlated with clinical progression whereas the FC pattern in the
AG was correlated with depressive symptom severity. These findings
suggested the importance of investigating the frequency-dependent FC
patterns to improve our understanding of the pathomechanism in BDD.
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